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Abstract
This chapter oﬀers the first general introduction to conducting email audit studies.
It provides an overview of the steps involved from experimental design to empirical
analysis. It then oﬀers detailed recommendations about email address collection, email
delivery, and email analysis, which are usually the three most challenging points of an
audit study. The focus here is on providing a set of primarily technical recommendations
to researchers who might want to conduct an email audit study. The chapter concludes
by suggesting several ways that email audit studies can be adapted to investigate a
broader range of social phenomena.
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Introduction

What is an audit study? As other chapters in this volume note (Gaddis, 2017b), an audit
study (or correspondence study) is one way of assessing hard-to-observe phenomena, such
as discrimination (Heckman, 1998).1 The general structure of an audit study is very simple.
To begin with, researchers create some set of identities. The initial identities share the
same characteristics. Scholars then randomize one or more attributes of the identities, such
as race or gender. Next they use these identities to accomplish some task, like applying
for jobs, renting housing, or contacting legislators. These tasks can done via phone, mail,
and email. Finally, scholars compare how individuals — such as prospective employers,
landlords, or legislators — respond to the putative identities. Any diﬀerence in treatment
across the randomized attributes is interpreted as evidence of some latent bias. For example,
if landlords respond to inquiries from Blacks less frequently than inquiries from Whites, then
scholars would infer that landlords are biased again Blacks. Scholars have used audit studies
to observe biases in nearly every facet of common life — in political interactions (Butler,
2014; Broockman, 2013; Butler and Broockman, 2011; Grose, 2014; Costa, N.d.), in housing
transactions (Gaddis and Ghoshal, 2015; Turner et al., 2002; Hogan and Berry, 2011; Oh
and Yinger, 2015), in economic exchanges (Riach and Rich, 2002), in employment decisions
(Neumark, Bank and Van Nort, 1995; Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004), and in many other
spheres (Pager and Shepherd, 2008). Taken together, the results from these studies have
considerably improved our collective understanding of discrimination.
The important point for this chapter is that an increasing number of these audit studies
are being conducted over email.2 There are several reasons for this. One reason is that
email is an extremely common means of communication; approximately 2.6 billion people
1
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See Gaddis (2017b) for a history of audit studies and an overview of the approach.
Some recent examples of this include Gaddis (2014); Gaddis and Ghoshal (2015); Sharman (2010); Radicati
and Hoang (2011); Oh and Yinger (2015); Milkman, Akinola and Chugh (2015, 2012); Lahey and Beasley
(2009); Hogan and Berry (2011); Giulietti, Tonin and Vlassopoulos (2015); Findley, Nielson and Sharman
(2015); Bushman and Bonacci (2004); Butler (2014); Ahmed, Andersson and Hammarstedt (2012, 2013);
Baert (2016); Baert, De Visschere, Schoors, Vandenberghe and Omey (2016); Baert, Norga, Thuy and
Van Hecke (2016).
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sent over 205 billion messages in 2011 (Radicati and Hoang, 2011). Email can be used to
accomplish virtually any communication related task — from exchanging documents, to
sharing personal news, to organizing collective actions, to conducting business transactions,
or even to requesting assistance from public oﬃcials. The dominance of email as a mode of
communication is indicated by the fact that workers report spending up to 50 percent of their
day reading, writing, and managing emails (Stocksdale, 2013). This widespread use of email
helps researchers because it provides them with opportunities to engage in many diﬀerent
types of interactions and thus potentially observe discrimination (or other phenomena) across
many contexts. Another reason relates to external validity. As an increasing number of
interactions occur over email, researchers would limit the generalizability of their findings if
they only conducted audit studies through other media.
A third reason why the number of email audit studies is increasing is because they are
relatively inexpensive to implement. There are costs to conducting audit studies through
other means, such as the mail, that simply do not apply to email studies. For instance, in the
case of mail, these costs might include stamps, post oﬃce boxes, enumerators in diﬀerent
locations. In contrast, anyone with an Internet connection can send and receive emails
for free. This means that researchers with limited resources — such as graduate students
and junior faculty — might find email a particularly attractive means of conducting their
correspondence studies.
Despite these advantages, email audit studies are perhaps underused. Certainly, many
audit studies have been conducted over email since electronic messaging became widely
available. This number could be even higher, though, as every published audit study suggests
(implicitly or explicitly) a large number of possible extensions and adaptations.
One reason why email audit studies might not be used more is that they are often diﬃcult
to implement. This is particularly true for scholars who are inexperienced with conducting
audit studies in any medium. The issue here is that there are no general introductions to
audit studies. Another reason why email audit studies might be underused is because scholars
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might think that they can only examine a narrow range of social phenomena. While the vast
majority of email audit studies have focused on unearthing evidence of discrimination, this
general form of study can be easily adapted to examine a wider range of social phenomena.
In this chapter, I address both of these issues with the goal of increasing email audit
study use.3 The first section of the chapter attempts to reduce the complexity of email
audit studies by providing a comprehensive guide to implementing one. This guide describes
the steps involved in conducting an audit study. It also oﬀers detailed recommendations
about how researchers should collect, send, and code emails, since these are perhaps the
most intimidating steps to inexperienced scholars. The primary focus of this section is on
describing computerized, time-saving solutions to common issues. The R code used to address
these issues is available online at charlescrabtree.com/email_audit and at auditstudies.com.4
The second section of the chapter oﬀers several suggestions about how scholars can adapt
audit studies to investigate a broader range of social phenomena. It provides examples of
non-traditional audit studies and discusses how those designs might be modified to answer
other theoretical questions. This deconstruction of prior research might be helpful to scholars
who are interested in audit studies but think that they cannot be used in their research.

2

Guide to Implementation

How can a researcher conduct an email audit study? This section addresses that question by
providing an overview of the implementation process. Before discussing individual steps in
3

I acknowledge that there are instances in which researchers cannot or should not implement an audit study
over email. Perhaps the biggest reason for this is it might be impossible to collect email addresses for
some populations. For instance, it would be very diﬃcult to get email address information for a random
sample of Americans. Similarly, one can imagine international contexts, such as many emerging market
economies, where it might even be diﬃcult to gather email addresses for public figures, such as government
members. In addition to this concern, it is also probably true that some interventions are less plausible
over email than through the regular mail or via phone. To the extent that researchers want to maximize
the ecological validity of their interventions, they might want to conduct them via alternative means. Yet,
despite these limitations, I still think that there are substantial opportunities for conducting additional
email audit studies. These opportunities will continue to increase so long as email remains one of the most
widely used means of communication.
4
While I focus on using R to address some implementation issues, researchers should be able to accomplish
similar tasks in Stata or using other programming languages, such as Python.
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detail, we first provide a general outline of the stages involved in a typical email audit study.
These eight stages are listed in Figure 2. They include (1) experimental design, (2) sample
selection, (3) email address collection, (4) covariate collection, (5) treatment randomization,
(6) treatment (i.e. email) delivery, (7) outcome collection, and (8) analysis.
One additional stage not discussed here is getting institutional approval, typically provided by an institutional review board (IRB), for conducting the intended study. Since
the requirements of these boards vary considerably across institutions (Driscoll, 2015), it
is diﬃcult to provide useful, general recommendations about how to manage their potential concerns. Interested readers should consult Hauck (2008), Fujii (2012), and Yanow and
Schwartz-Shea (2008) for overviews of potential IRB-related problems and solutions. More
generally, researchers should carefully consider the ethics of their experimental interventions.
Desposato (2015) and Riach and Rich (2004) provide great introductions to these issues, and
Gaddis (2017a) oﬀers several suggestions regarding best practices.

2.1 Experimental Design and Sample Selection
While experimental design and sample selection are extremely important, I do not discuss
them here. Many excellent texts deal with issues related to design and sampling (e.g.,
(Gerber and Green, 2012; Lohr, 2009). I refer interested readers to them.5
One important issue related to sampling stands out — power calculations. These calculations are used to determine whether experiments are suﬃciently powered to detect treatment eﬀects. In other words, they help scholars determine if they have included a suﬃcient
number of participants. The Evidence in Governance and Politics Group provides a useful guide (goo.gl/HXOK5Q) and a couple calculators (goo.gl/CJ8zox, goo.gl/0ucE9G) that
researchers can use to think through their potential statistical power concerns.
5

For ease of exposition, I assume that researchers are implementing a between-subjects design. The general
process described in this chapter can be easily adapted to accommodate a within-subjects design. The
only potential diﬃculty in doing this would be in modifying the email delivery script available in the online
appendix. I have addressed this issue by modifying the code to deal with both types of design.
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Figure 1: The eight stages of a typical email audit study.
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Regardless of what researchers decide regarding experimental design and sample selection,
they should consider pre-registering these choices, along with their theoretical expectations
and analytic strategy (Olken, 2015; Franco, Malhotra and Simonovits, 2014).6 There are
many possible reasons to write a pre-analysis plan.7 If scholars pre-register their research
designs, they might think more clearly about their theoretical expectations and the extent to
which their proposed design might satisfactorily test them. Pre-registration should also lead
to fewer questionable research practices, such as analyzing the data in whatever way leads to
statistically significant results (i.e. ‘p-hacking’) or hypothesizing after results are known (i.e.
‘HARKing’). This is because it forces researchers to commit to analyzing and discussing
the results as discussed in the pre-analysis plan (Olken, 2015). Finally, researchers might
want to pre-register their designs because journals in some fields, such as political science
and psychology, are increasingly encouraging this practice. Pre-analysis plans can be posted
on sites like the AEA RCT Registry, the Evidence in Governance and Politics site, or on
personal academic webpages.

2.2 Email Address Collection
Once a researcher has designed an experiment and selected a sample, they need to collect
email addresses for each participant in their sample. This is typically one of the most diﬃcult
and time-consuming steps in conducting an email audit study. One of the things that make
this so diﬃcult is that researchers often want to recruit a large number of participants.
This could be because they want to maximize statistical power or because they want to
increase the external validity of their findings. Regardless of the reason, gathering contact
information and other details for large samples can be intimidating. I briefly discuss here
some of the ways that researchers can eﬃciently collect contact information for their sample.
Thankfully, this task is now perhaps easier then ever before. In many cases, researchers
6
7

Lin and Green (2015) provide excellent guidance on some of these decisions.
Coﬀman and Niederle (2015) discusses some of the limitations of pre-analysis plans.
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can find participants’ emails online, either individually or together as part of a mailing
list. This is particularly true in the case of public figures. Sites like everypolitician.org and
sunlightfoundation.com provide data for elected oﬃcials. Lists of unelected oﬃcials emails
are often available from oﬃces in Washington, D.C. or at state capitals.
Even when the information has not already been previously compiled by others, researchers still have many tools at their disposal that can reduce the time they would spend
on data collection. One quick way to collect contact information is by scraping it from websites, such as job boards, or state agency employee listings. Building a web scraper used
to be something that only a well-trained programmer could manage, but the diﬀusion of
programming tutorials and the ready availability of example code at sites like github.com or
stackexchange.com, have made it so that even individuals inexperienced with programming
can adapt existing scrapers to their own purposes.
Some sites present problems to basic scrapers, though, such as login screens or paywalls.
In these cases, researchers have two options. If they have research funds, they might consider
paying a programming freelancer to create a custom scraper for them. Sites like elance.com
and guru.com can help researchers find qualified help. Since building a scraper is a rather
basic programming task, the job would not cost much. If researchers, however, cannot (or
will not) pay for a freelance programmer to build a scraper, then they can explore what-yousee-is-what-you-get solutions, such as the excellent Web Scraper extension for Chrome.
After collecting emails, researchers should drop obviously invalid email addresses. This
includes emails that do not contain an ’@’ symbol, emails that contain spaces, and emails that
are actually website addresses, among others. One reason to drop bad email addresses before
implementing the experiment is to reduce the number of invalid email notifications received
post-implementation. Scholars should not worry too much about catching every invalid
address, though. Since treatment is randomized, they should be able to drop observations
that contain bad contact information without biasing inferences.
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2.3 Covariate Collection
Researchers might gather covariates on their participants either prior to or alongside email
addresses. There are two general reasons to collect covariates related to their sample. One is
to examine treatment eﬀect heterogeneity. This is the “degree to which diﬀerent treatments
have diﬀerential causal eﬀects on each unit” (Imai, Ratkovic et al., 2013, 443). The idea
here is to use pre-treatment covariates to determine the eﬀect of treatments on diﬀerent
subpopulations. Another reason to collect covariates is to include them in the randomization
scheme, such as through block randomization (described below) (Suresh, 2011). In many
cases, scholars can use the same techniques to collect covariates as they do to collect email
addresses.

2.4 Treatment Randomization
After collecting covariates, researchers should then decide how they intend to randomize
treatment. There are many ways that you can do this. One approach would be to just use
a random number generator. A more sophisticated approach would be to assign treatments
within blocks. This is done by dividing subjects into homogeneous blocks and then assigning
treatments within those blocks. The goal here is to increase eﬃciency by decreasing variability between units. When randomizing this way, I typically use the R package blockTools
(Moore and Schnakenberg, 2012). The choices that researchers face at this step are not
unique to email audit studies, though, so I do not discuss them at length here. Gerber and
Green (2012) oﬀer a particularly good guide to the pros and cons of various randomization
schemes.

2.5 Email Delivery
After scholars randomize treatment assignment, they need to assign those treatments to
participants. Since this chapter focuses on email audit studies, I assume that treatments are
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being delivered via email. In order to assign treatment then, researchers need to email study
participants.
Researchers can send emails manually. This would involve sending each email one-byone through an email client or web application, such as gmail.com. There are two problems
with this approach, though. The first is that it can be time-consuming to send many emails
this way. It might also be impractical for researchers who intend to contact very large
samples (Butler and Crabtree, 2017). The second is that researchers might make mistakes
when sending emails manually. They could, for example, assign the wrong treatment to
a participant, or accidentally fail to send emails to some participants. This is a problem
because mistakes such as these could lead to invalid inferences.
Researchers can also send emails automatically with the help of a programming script.
There are several advantages to sending emails like this. The first is that it can dramatically
reduce the time that researchers spend actually sending emails. Instead of addressing emails
to individual participants, scholars would only need to execute a loop of code that would
iteratively email each participant. The second is that it reduces the possibility of error. If
prepared properly, the script should correctly assign treatments and email all participants.
A third advantage is that a script can record the exact time that emails are sent. This is
useful if scholars have theoretical expectations regarding how treatments influence not only
whether individuals respond but how long they take to respond as well. Taken together,
these advantages suggest that scholars should send emails through scripts.
While researchers might understand why they should do this, it is often less clear about
how they should do this. I provide a detailed outline of this process below. This is based
on a set of best practices developed over more than a dozen email audit studies with various
collaborators. The outline is broken down into two sections. The first describes the steps
researchers should take prior to sending emails. The second describes the steps involved in
sending the emails.
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2.6 Pre-Implementation
To begin with, researchers should create an email delivery account for every putative identity
used in the experiment. In the past, I used free email accounts from services like gmail.com
and yahoo.com. Many free email providers have changed their security policies, though,
making them potentially untenable solutions for researchers who want to quickly send their
emails through programming scripts. One potential workaround is to modify the script so
that it pauses between email sending attempts.8 Scholars who want to use these services
should check their security policies before implementation.
Recently, I have used Google Apps to send email, though other domain hosting services
like dreamhost.com would work. While this approach imposes a marginal monthly cost ($5
to $10 a month), it allows scholars to get around the security restrictions now common with
free accounts. The main downside of this approach is that it requires emails be sent from
a domain name that the researcher registers. In several experiments, I have registered and
used domains that include a combination of the first and last name for a putative identity.
The potential problem with this, however, is that individuals who send emails from custom
domains are presumably diﬀerent from other individuals in important ways. For example,
they probably possess higher tech skills and they might have more disposable income. Another option is to register a domain name for a dummy corp (e.g., dummy-corp.org) or
email provider (e.g., thefastestemailever.org). In order to make the domain name seem
more legitimate, I typically put up a basic webpage at that domain. The trick with this
approach is that it can be diﬃcult to register domain names that do not bring to mind
specific association(s).
Another potential problem with using a custom domain name is that it might raise
participant suspicions. This could increase the risk of experiment discovery. Just as worrying,
it could also cause participants to behave in ways other than usual. Unfortunately, there is
not a clear solution to this problem, and researchers simply have to evaluate the advantages
8

I provide an annotated example of this in the online appendix for this chapter.
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and disadvantages of each email sending approach within the context of their experiment.
Regardless of how they decide to send email, they will need to think carefully about the
problems their method might pose to the interpretation and external validity (i.e. scope
conditions) of their findings.9
After researchers have created the email accounts they will use in their experiment, they
should create an additional email account. This will be the master account from which
researchers can monitor initial responses and collect final outcome data. All email delivery
accounts should be set to forward email to this account.
There are three primary reasons to create a master account. The first is that researchers
might want to monitor emails as they arrive, so as to make sure that the experiment was
successfully implemented. Researchers should avoid monitoring the original replies, though,
as it is very easy to accidentally respond to a message. In some cases, a reply might raise
participant concerns and lead to unnecessary problems. The second reason is that it is easier
to collect outcome data from one account than many. The third is that bad things can
happen with email accounts. Researchers can, for example, be locked out of accounts. It
is therefore wise to keep multiple copies of the emails across accounts. Since the master
email account will only be used to receive emails, I often create a gmail.com account. This
is because Google provides an easy interface for exporting emails.
Once researchers have setup the email delivery and master email accounts, they can
attend to other details. They need to write the code that links treatment assignments to
strings of treatment text, such as the name of the sender. Scholars should also create the
strings of text that comprise the non-random email components, such as email valedictions
or salutations.10 After that, scholars will need to write the code that combines the random
and non-random strings of text into a complete email. The online appendix for this chapter
9

Pedula (2017) discusses some of the other issues that potentially limit the generalizability of audit study
findings.
10
In some cases, researchers might want to randomize the valedictions or salutations. This could be a good
idea if scholars are concerned about some actor observing similarities across delivered emails (Butler and
Crabtree, 2017).
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includes R code for both steps.
Next scholars should create a script that will deliver their emails. The script should loop
through each observation in the dataset. In each iteration, it should extract an observation’s
email address and treatment details, combine the treatments and other text elements into a
complete email, and send the email. After sending the email, the script should save the time
that it was sent. This information can be used to confirm that individual emails were sent.
It can also be used to create a ‘time to reply’ outcome measure, as I discuss later. After
that, the script should print the observation number for that iteration. This is for diagnosing
potential problems later. The online appendix for this chapter includes R code for this loop.
It is highly annotated and can be easily adapted to fit a variety of needs.
The final step before implementing the experiment is to test the script. I suggest that
researchers do this by sending a limited run of emails (20 or 50) to all project collaborators.
The idea here is to test all of the email settings saved in the script. An additional benefit
of doing this is that everyone working on the project can look carefully through the sent
emails. Particular attention should be paid to the email headers and subject lines, which
can be easily ignored. If these emails look good, then the experiment is ready to implement.

3

Implementation

Researchers begin implementation by executing the script. In an ideal world, the script
will execute successfully, only finishing when all emails are sent. Unfortunately, the script
will most likely fail at some point, causing the loop to stop. This can happen because an
invalid email address remains in the dataset. Most scripts will be unable to parse invalid
email addresses and will register an error when reading them. Since the script prints the
observation number at the end of each iteration, researchers can manually inspect the dataset
to see if the error was caused by an invalid email. If researchers cannot fix the email address,
they then should skip that iteration of the loop.11
11

I have assumed here that all emails can be delivered in a single wave. This might not be possible depending
on the email solution used and the size of the participant pool. One potential problem here is that some
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The script can also stop because of email server problems. Sometimes servers, even
gmail.com servers, are unable to accept email commands. Sometimes servers will only take
so many email commands within a short period of time. In either case, the script available
in the online appendix will register a server error. The best way to deal with this problem
is to wait a few minutes and restart the loop at the current iteration.
While the script is running, researchers should open the master email account and monitor
it for responses. Unless the emails are sent at a really odd time, the participant pool is really
small, or the requests will take a while to address, responses should pour in shortly after
the script has been executed. There are several reasons to check the responses. The biggest
reason is to ensure that the experiment was successfully implemented. Evidence for this can
come from email replies, which often include the full text of the sent email. Another reason
is to ensure that participants appear unaware that they are part of a study.

4

Outcome Collection

Having sent emails, scholars can begin collecting outcomes measures. While audit studies
make use of many diﬀerent outcomes, the primary outcome of interest in many email audit
studies is a binary indicator that is coded 1 if participants replied and 0 otherwise (e.g.,
Butler (2014), Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004), and Grose (2014)). There are two ways
that scholars can construct this indicator. The first and most common way of collecting this
outcome is to read and manually code email responses. The benefit of this approach is that
it can be very accurate compared to automatic coding. The problem, however, is that it can
be extremely time-consuming to process a large number of emails. Given a suﬃciently large
sample, it might simply be impractical to do so.
The second way that scholars can collect this outcome is by using a script to automatically
code replies. This approach has the benefit of speed, as a script can code thousands of emails
servers might limit the number of emails sent in any given 24-hour period. If researchers need to send emails
across multiple waves, they will then need to subset their data into diﬀerent waves prior to implementation
and then execute the script for each wave.
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in minutes. The disadvantage of this approach, however, is accuracy. In some cases, emails
might not be accurately matched with observations. Most of the time this loss in accuracy
is relatively trivial, influencing only a small number of observations.
Before using a script to code emails, scholars first need to download the data from the
master email account. The exported data will likely be in .mbox format. At this point,
scholars could either use the script available in the online appendix or one that they create.
The heavily annotated R script performs a number of functions. First, it converts the .mbox
file into N .eml files, where N represents the number of email replies. Second, it reads the
emails. Third, it extracts the email addresses that are included in each reply. Fourth, it
matches those email addresses to observations in the dataset, link email reply and participant
information. Fifth, it creates the outcome measure for each observation.
While a binary email reply indicator might be a suitable outcome measure for many
research questions, scholars might also be interested in other outcomes. For instance, researchers might want to code whether the replies they receive are positive or negative. This
would be easy to do manually. Researchers, however, could also do this automatically. The
key here would be to identify words and phrases that are unique to positive or negative
replies. Once this is done, scholars could adapt the script discussed above to search for these
terms within the email texts that have been linked to participants. If the email contains
one or more of the words that uniquely identify positive replies, then an observation can
be coded as receiving a positive response. An example of how to do this is included in the
script.
They might also have theoretical expectations about how treatments influence when
participants reply. In this case, they might want to record the time participants take to
reply. The R code included in the online appendix can be easily adapted to extract this
information from the email replies. Once researchers know when they received email replies,
they can subtract the email sent time recorded in the delivery script from this value.
Scholars might also be interested in the length of replies. Reply length could, for instance,
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be used as a measure of email helpfulness. While scholars can count the words in each reply,
it is much easier to do this automatically using either the included code or commercially
available software, such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker, 2015).
Finally, researchers might be interested in examining the sentiment of the replies. For
example, they could be interested in how positive or negative the replies were. Scholars
could create this measure manually, by reading and assessing each email. Or they could use
one of several software solutions. For example, LIWC can generate measures of positive and
negative emotion (Pennebaker, 2015). The diﬀerence of these two quantities can be taken
as a measure of positive sentiment (Crabtree et al., N.d.). Another way that researchers can
code this measure is through natural language processing (Manning et al., 2014).

5

Analysis

Once scholars have collected their outcomes of interest, they can analyze the results. There
are good guides for analyzing experimental results, such as Gerber and Green (2012). For
any additional data analysis needs, I recommend Gelman and Hill (2006).

6

Extending Audit Studies

Having explained how scholars can conduct audit studies, I want to suggest several ways
that researchers can use this study type to examine social phenomena other than discrimination. One potentially promising direction would be to use email audit experiments to
test the theoretical determinants of compliance. The idea here is that researchers can create
experimental interventions that treat email responses (or non-responses, depending on the
case) as a sign of participant adherence to some law, norm, or convention. For example,
Terechshenko et al. (N.d.) investigated how international norms and the prospect of public
sanctions might influence state respect for human rights. To examine the influence of these
factors, they conducted an email audit experiment with a sample of 984 foreign diplomatic
missions in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. They emailed each mission
16

with a request for information about contacting domestic prisoners, a right that has long
been acknowledged by the United Nations, and varied several attributes of the email. The
important point is that receiving an email reply was interpreted as an act of compliance with
an international norm. While a design like this could be extended to study compliance with
other laws or norms, the main idea here is that email audit studies can be adapted to answer
a wide range of substantive inquiries. Scholars have recently used email audit studies to
examine the eﬃcacy of economic regulations (Findley, Nielson and Sharman, 2015) among
other phenomena. The only real constraint is the imagination of the researcher.
Another way of adapting email audit studies is to use them as the second part of a larger
experimental design. For example, Butler and Crabtree (2017) conduct an experiment to
reduce discrimination among public oﬃcials. In the first stage of their experiment, they sent
a random sample of elected municipal oﬃcials an email that called attention to the growing
literature on racial discrimination by political elites. In the second stage, they emailed nearly
all elected municipal oﬃcials with requests for information, varying the racial identity of the
putative constituent. They then examined whether the level of discrimination exhibited by
oﬃcials in their treatment group was lower than the level of discrimination exhibited by
oﬃcials in the control group.
This type of study suggests the potential of two-stage email audit studies. While Butler
and Crabtree (2017) use this design to test the eﬀect of an information treatment aimed
at reducing bias, scholars can adapt this two-stage approach to examine the eﬀect of other
treatments on discrimination, compliance, and other types of sensitive behavior.

7

Discussion

In this chapter, I provided an overview of the steps involved from experimental design to
empirical analysis. I then oﬀered detailed recommendations about email address collection,
email delivery, and email analysis, which are usually the three most challenging points of
an audit study. The focus was on providing a set of primarily technical recommendations
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to researchers who might want to conduct an email audit study. I concluded by suggesting
several ways that email audit studies can be adapted to investigate a broader range of social
phenomena. While going from the first to final stage in any email audit study can take
considerable time, I think that the results they generate are often worth this cost. I hope
that this chapter has helped reduce some of the eﬀort for novice email auditors and thus
encouraged the use of this simple but powerful study type.
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